Production plants today are becoming more and more complicated through more automation and networking. It is becoming more difficult for humans to participate, due to higher speed and decreasing reaction time of these plants. Tendencies to improve production systems with the help of cognitive systems can be identified. The goal is to save resources and time. This mapping study gives an insight into the domain, categorizes different approaches and estimates their progress. Furthermore, it shows achieved optimizations and persisting problems and barriers. These representations should make it easier in the future to address concrete problems in this research field. Human-Machine Interaction and Knowledge Gaining/Sharing represent the largest categories of the domain. Most often, a gain in efficiency and maximized effectiveness can be achieved as optimization. The most common problem is the missing or only difficult generalization of the presented concepts.
INTRODUCTION
Over several decades the area of production systems had to face many different requirements and renew itself over and over. At the beginning this production as field and its related systems evolved from batch production over seriesand varietal production to mass production where this development does not end [12] . The produced quantity of different products increased a lot due to higher demand. Modern production systems have to deal with even more problems and requirements. The expected reaction time on changes goes to zero and manufacturing demands change from "mass production to mass customization" [37] . Unexpected changes result both from outside the production system (changed orders) and inside the system (variances in the production itself) [17] . A reaction on such changes demands an expert who is able to adjust the production system for the new situation. An Adjustment costs time where the system can't bring the expected outcome and thereby is really expensive. A perfect automated production system would neither need any make-ready time nor an expert. It would realize and understand changed circumstances and adapt to it in real time.
Cognitive production systems as an approach to solve above mentioned problems was investigated by different authors. According to Tran et al. [37] a Cognitive Production System (CPS) possesses "cognitive capabilities such as perception, reasoning, learning, and cooperation". Cognitive robots have the "ability to handle unexpected situations" [38] . Pfeifer et al. [29] describe the concept of Cognitive Production Metrology "as an innovative solution to increase the manufacturing efficiency within flexible production lines. This is intended to contribute directly to reducing the complexity of pilot production series, for speeding up the production start time and assuring a maximum quality level for the process and product in dynamic environments.". Cognitive production solutions should not only be solutions themselves but also support humans in "human-robot collaborative manufacturing" [32] . The knowledge about using these solution approaches is only scattered treated until now ( [21] [30] [23] ). The efficiency of such systems and which problems they can solve in practice is not investigated enough. It has to be found out to which extent CPS improve an automated manufacturing with constantly changing requirements. The motivation here is, to find research gaps in this particular area. This paper should also suggest needed topics for further research.
The goal of this mapping study is to investigate the different aspects of the research area "cognitive production systems" and to identify research gaps. To achieve this goal, we constructed the following research questions(RQs):
• RQ1: What types of concepts exist for CPS?
• RQ2: Are these types only theory and concepts or are some of them used in practice? • RQ3: Which advantages do they (CPS) have in production and which problems of traditional automated production do they really solve? • RQ4: What are the most relevant problems and barriers for CPS-prototypes? The answer of these questions should simplify further work in this area. This paper provides also information about the advancement of CPS. remainder of this paper is organized as following: In Section 2 existing studies along the topic of this paper are introduced. The search process with the search strings and the discrete selection of papers with inclusion and exclusion criteria is shown in Section 3. Section 4 analysis answers the research questions previously posed with arXiv:2003.13235v3 [cs.MA] 1 Apr 2020 the help of the selected papers and their categorizations. All points which are not considered in detail in this work, but which nevertheless offer a value for the field of research, are briefly mentioned in Section5. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary of the findings and shows future research possibilities which can clarify and deepen open points.
RELATED WORK
Lots of papers describe the future challenges and requirements of modern manufacturing. Osterrieder et al. [25] are using the term "smart factory" in their literature review. They define the smart factory as a "future state of a fully connected manufacturing system, mainly operating without human force by generating, transferring, receiving and processing necessary data to conduct all required tasks for producing all kinds of goods". This work aims deeper into the area and does not restrict the manufacturing itself to work without human help. The human-robot collaboration is used in cognitive production systems to fulfil specific jobs. Contrary to the paper of Sharp et al. [35] this work is more generalised. Sharp et al. prove a growing interest in the use of machine learning in production. They mark for instance "Nearest-Neighbour" and "Support-Vector-Machine" as popular algorithms in production. Machine learning focuses on autonomous knowledge gain of computers. The reasons why a computer reacts in different situation with different actions are usually hided and afterwards not explainable. CPS also consider the past and the future of certain processes as important. Decisions in these systems are only made through clear reasons that a human person can understand. According to Goebel [14] "an effective explanation helps the explainer cross a cognitive valley[...]". That is why we want explainable-AI for Users of CPS in the factory. Missing tools that "support for managing the various aspects and complexities involved in the transformation towards a smart industry" are described by Breivold [7] . He marked the following six topics as the key drivers for developing production environments with cloud and IoT systems: This work delivers methods and constructs to reach cognitive production. We tried to identify rudiments in which future tools could take place. The implementation of a CPS introduces new challenges that have to be solved. Hervé et al. [27] describe the importance of human-machine collaboration in socio-technical systems in their paper. For the operator 4.0, which is also often mentioned in other works ( [41] , [31] , [10] ), technologies must be used to this operator even better and more efficiently with intelligent systems. Other concepts such as decision-making and self-organization are also emerging as important cornerstones in future cyber-physical production systems. There are overlaps to this work. These and other challenges that were defined and explained by Panetto et. al are addressed by cognitive production systems with different concepts and methods. The goal of mass-personalization is used as one main motivation in the critical review of Moghaddam et al. [21] . In addition manufacturing should provide "smart and sustainable products and services, and enable real-time adaption to customer demand". They criticize the mass of new paradigms for smart manufacturing and try to filter out the characteristics of this type of production. CPS should not become a new basic paradigm, but rather combine existing concepts and techniques with some limitations to meet the requirements of modern manufacturing.
SEARCH METHOD Search
After designing the research questions we thought of different possibilities to accomplish an accurate search of papers. The set of papers was achieved with the following combination of search keywords: [31] ) and general considerations from the research on Cognitive Production Systems influenced the definition of the search keywords. We exclusively used electronic online databases with the above-mentioned keywords. We only focused on the most important databases in our opinion:
We know that there are other important search engines, but we wanted to limit ourselves to five in order not to break the time frame. In order to get a good search result it was necessary to adapt the search string to fit well to the used database. Table 1 shows every composed search string which was used for the different databases. The database "Elsevier" was not used with a search string. In this database, the keywords of the other databases were combined in different fields to achieve the most accurate search.
Database Search String ACM (cognitive OR artificial) AND (cyber physical OR industrial OR ("computer aided") AND (system OR "production system" OR manufacturing OR factory OR "manufacturing system") AND (industry 4.0 OR "industrial internet of things" OR IIoT OR CPPS OR digital OR automation) AND (collaborative OR adaptability OR "humanmachine" OR collaboration OR "human machine collaboration") IEEE (intelligent OR smart OR cognitive OR artificial) AND (cyber physical OR industrial OR "computer integrated" OR "computer aided") AND (system OR "production system" OR manufacturing OR factory OR "manufacturing system") AND (industry 4.0 OR "industrial internet of things" OR IIoT OR CPPS OR digital OR automation) AND (collaborative OR adaptability OR reconfiguration OR "human-machine" OR collaboration OR "human machine collaboration") Scopus (ALL((intelligent OR smart OR cognitive OR artificial) AND (cyber AND physical OR industrial OR "computer integrated" OR "computer aided") AND (system OR "production system" OR manufacturing OR factory OR "manufacturing system") AND (industry 4.0 OR "industrial internet of things" OR IIoT OR CPPS OR digital OR automation) AND (collaborative OR adaptability OR reconfiguration OR "human-machine" OR collaboration OR "human machine collaboration"))) Web of Science ALL=((intelligent OR smart OR cognitive OR artificial AND (cyber physical OR industrial OR "computer integrated" OR "computer aided") AND (system OR "production system" OR manufacturing OR factory OR "manufacturing system") AND (industry 4.0 OR "industrial internet of things" OR IIoT OR CPPS OR digital OR automation) AND (collaborative OR adaptability OR reconfiguration OR "humanmachine" OR collaboration OR "human machine collaboration")) With the different search strings mentioned above 1255 papers could be found in the five search engines. A detailed analysis of the material found is provided in Section 4.
Selection Strategy
The amount of papers that were found necessitated a selection strategy. In the following sections the inclusion and exclusion criteria is explained. The goal was to refine the set of papers to only the most relevant ones.
Inclusion Criteria. The inclusion criteria describes all features, that will lead to an inclusion of the paper in this study. First of all a paper has to have at least one logic combination of keywords in the title or the abstract. In addition the document type is an important criteria for us. Only contribution papers, conference papers, journal papers and workshop papers are included in this study. We assume that all papers from selected scientific datasets are already peer reviewed.
Exclusion Criteria. The following criteria defines when a paper is excluded from the study. All papers had to be released in or after 2015 to ensure up-to-dateness in the topic. It should also cover a period of five years in order to show trends over time. We only considered papers in English language. If the state of the work is editorial or conceptional it is also excluded. Short papers, contributions from students e.g. bachelor, master and PhD works, blogs, magazines are not part of this study. Studies that did not lead to an result or an empirical finding were also excluded.
With the help of refining, the quantity of 1255 papers was reduced to 88. A full list of paper can be found on figshare. (DOI: 10.6084/m9.figshare.11907042) This corresponds to a share of 7.01% of the total quantity. The distribution of the papers among the individual search engines before after refining can be seen in Figure 1 . It should be noted that 94 paper are shown after refining. The higher number results from six papers that were found in two different search engines and remained after the refining process. 
ANALYSIS
First of all we sorted the found works by years to check the relevance of the topic. The results of this sort divided in before and after refining are shown in figure 2. Before Refining After Refining
The amount of paper found prior to refining increased sharply from 2015 onwards, suggesting a hype surrounding the subject. The small amount of work in 2019 can be explained by the timing of the mapping study. The search for the work was already completed in October 2019, which is why the quantity would be significantly higher if the study were to be repeated in 2020. Looking at the number of papers after refining, the continuing hype until 2019 is even clearer. Although only 202 papers were found by 2019, 17 survived the refining process. This means that the quotient between work before and after refining is highest this year. The next step was to evaluate the sources from which the present work originated. In total 55 different sources were found. Of these, 39 sources with exactly one paper are part of this study. All sources with at least two papers contributed are shown in Figure 3 .
The source with the most contributed papers already gives an outlook on an important finding that will later play a role in answering the research questions. The "IEEE International Conference of Human-Robot Interaction" provides a total of seven papers. The other major sources mainly deal with the topics of manufacturing automation, robots and intelligent systems. These subject areas match the selected search key words and thus confirm to some extent their relevance in research. If you look at the countries of the authors of the respective papers, you will find that some countries predominate. Figure 4 shows the number of authors per country. It should be noted that co-authors are also included in the count, which is why the sum of all bars is greater than 88. Furthermore, only the country listed in the paper is considered here. So it does not have to be the country of origin of the respective author or co-author, but can also only be the country of residence in which the research was conducted.
With 18 mentions, Germany is the most frequent country followed by the USA, Portugal, Italy and China. While on the one hand countries like Germany were expected, mainly because of the topic "Industry 4.0", and on the other hand the USA and China, countries like Italy and Portugal surprised us. We have no concrete explanation for the frequency of the unexpected countries.
RQ1: What types of of concepts exist for cognitive production systems? After a general evaluation of the data stock, the concrete examination of the previously established research questions and all the work that has survived the refining process follows. To answer the first research question, we have divided all papers into concept categories. Concepts are abstract solutions which can then be implemented in reality by means of methods. The different concept categories were not defined in advance. They arose directly from the analysis process of the individual papers. If a type appeared several times specifically as a mention or indirectly as a specialized subcategory, it was included in the categorization. In the process, individual types were discarded if they were too specific and did not categorize at least ten papers. In the end, five types were left, which could categorize all 88 papers. Figure 5 shows how many papers were placed in each category.
Even the definition of the individual categories quickly reveals that individual terms are mutually dependent and are not free of overlaps. It was not our goal to assign each paper exactly to one type, but to find enough topics that cover all found works in the context of "Cognitive Production Systems". Due to this fact, single papers can cover several categories. In total, the 88 papers were categorized 139 times. The largest topic is clearly "Human-Machine Interaction" with 48 categorized papers. Here, the already mentioned source "IEEE International Conference of Human-Robot Interaction" from which most of the papers originate, becomes clear again. This category includes all papers that in any way explore the interaction between humans and machines in the context of Cognitive Production Systems. Topics such as mechanical cooperation [1] , communication or information exchange between humans and machines [13] or gadgets for humans, which are supposed to facilitate cooperation, are described here [22] . A total of 37 papers were assigned to the category "reconfiguration/programming". This category deals with changing production processes to which reprogramming and reconfiguration should be used to react dynamically. Topics are for example the creation of reconfigurable plans generated from a specific demand [39] , the reconfiguration of individual robotic agents [9] or the description of a versatile gripper as basic requirement for reconfigurable production systems [6] . The three other categories are represented with similar frequency. They are "Planning", "Multi-Agent-Systems" and "Knowledge Gaining/Sharing". The type "Planning" includes papers that deal with the planning of production processes. It does not matter when planning takes place or how long it takes. There are mainly approaches that plan in real time during the running production, incorporate newly created data into the planning and revise the plan [33] [3] [1] .
"Multi-Agent-Systems" describes production environments in which a large number of different agents work on a superordinate goal and achieve this goal through division of labour and cooperation. In many cases, in addition to a large number of machines, a certain number of human participants interact with each other. Among other things, "cloud manufacturing" is used in this research field to better distribute the various production tasks between the individual agents [34] . In addition, there are approaches to visualize the communication between individual agents and to simplify it for the human employee by means of a monitoring system [20] [16] . Different areas of artificial intelligence such as machine learning are also applied. By means of machine learning algorithms, decision support is offered for the coordination of a multitude of machines [40] . The last category is called "Knowledge Gaining/Sharing". Papers in this category deal with the extraction of information from the running production processes. The origin of information can be very different. Not only machine data is gained, but also interpersonal communication is stored and metadata is generated ( [5] [15] [13] ). All of these information must also be sent to the right place at the right time and thus to the right machine or the right person. To simplify this problem some papers deal with the construction of a central information platform, which can centralize the extraction and exchange of information and simplify the distribution considerably [2] . On the basis of this information, well-founded decisions can be made more easily and quickly by humans as well as automatically by machines [19] .
RQ:2 Are these types only theory and concepts or are some of them used in practice? In order to answer "Research Question 2", the categories of the papers classified in "Research Question 1" were evaluated in terms of their results. We decided on three possible assessments. The category "Only Concepts"(Category 1) includes papers that present a theoretical concept and describe how it works. If papers also show a selection of results from experiments carried out with the applied concept in reality, they are classified in the category "Concepts with Experiments"(Category 2). The category "Concepts with Case Study"(Category 3) is for those papers that apply their concept to a real production environment. Real test environments that do not directly participate in the value creation are also allowed. This categorization is intended to show the progress of the individual papers within the categories. Papers in category 1 are usually at the beginning of their research activity and later provide new results which we would classify in category 2 or 3 based on 18
Only Concept Concept with Experiments Concept with Case Study
Among other things, the category "Knowledge-Gaining/-Sharing" is conspicuous here, which seems to be largely verified with real data. The category "Planning" seems to produce new theories in this period, which are not yet based on real data. The other categories are at different stages of development, but have a selection of papers at each stage. Similar to the distribution of papers by year, this indicates a continuing hype and interest in the topic. New theories and concepts are being developed, and existing concepts are being backed up with real data.
RQ3: Which advantages do they (CPS) have in production and which problems of traditional automated production do they really solve? The answer to research question 3 compares the results of the individual papers. Here the focus is on the optimizations and advantages achieved by introducing new concepts. It should be noted that papers that are still in stage 1 "Only Concept" according to research question 2, do not provide any evidence to substantiate any advantages they may suggest. Nevertheless, these have been included in the statistics. In addition, some papers did not indicate any optimization or advantages at all and were therefore not included in the statistics. The following figure 7 shows the total frequency of the achieved benefits. Since individual papers can also achieve more than one improvement with their concept, the sum of the advantages is greater than the sum of the papers. To count as a mention, an advantage may be mentioned directly or indirectly, but must be recognisable without a basic understanding of the concept. Figure 7 shows a clear trend. A gain in efficiency and improvements in effectiveness is, with 44 mentions, the most frequently achieved optimisation through the application of the concepts in the context of "cognitive production systems". Most of the papers thus did justice to the objective addressed in the motivation. A main goal of CPS is to ensure even faster reactions to new product requests. In general, this is most easily achieved with maximized effectiveness. If, at the same time, costs can be saved through increased efficiency, such concepts can also increase the profit of production systems. This optimization is also evident in the point "cost reduction" with 13 mentions. The clear difference between the numbers of the two points shows that costs only played a subordinate role in most research, as the main objective was rather in other areas. However, there were no concrete details or key figures on cost savings. Rather, these result from other factors, such as savings in production time and reduction of downtime. For example, Dey and Sarkar [11] address "maintenance [...][as] a crucial aspect to prevent untimely breakdown as it might lead to decrease in productivity and huge financial losses". Bewley and Liarokapis [36] mention gamification as another way to reduce costs. Another important optimization with 27 mentions is the handling of information.
Here, various methods are used to ensure better information management over the entire life cycle. The focus is on information from its generation and extraction, distribution and storage to its use and archiving. This shows once again how interlinked concept categories and obtained optimizations can be. For example, according to Emmanouilidis et al. [13] "more efficient integration of human and non-human actors in sociotechnical systems". According to Meyer et al. [24] the demand for standardization and open standards in the communication of information supports a better information management. The visualization of information by tools for the human employee can give him an overview of the information flood of production systems [20] . Newly developed information models like the one developed by Mabkhot et al. [19] can also enable and simplify other topics of cognitive production systems such as reconfiguration. Thus, improved information management is in many cases a basic requirement for the application of new concepts and methods and also influences other optimizations obtained from Figure 7 such as "manual intervention reduced" (19 mentions), "decision support" (13 mentions) and "self-organisation of the team increased" (10 mentions). Optimizations could also be developed in more specific areas. For example, an improved object recognition was mentioned 6 times, which helps machines to react to unprepared situations. This also includes the recognition of gestures of human operators, which is important for the cooperation between man and machine [8] . A positive side effect of some optimization is the improved integration of humans into the production process. For example, concepts can reduce manual intervention in production but at the same time better integrate humans by placing them in a supervisor level through tool and algorithmic support [26] .
RQ4: What are problems and barriers for CPS-prototypes?
The fourth and final research question completes the frame around this mapping study. Here all barriers and problems of the papers were identified and categorized. It is important to note that this research question, like research question 3, depends on research question 2. In most cases real problems only become apparent during the first experiments or tests and during the real implementation of a concept. Since papers in state 1 (only concept) lack these results, most of them did not specify any concrete problems and limitations. The following figure 8 shows the problems and limitations of the 88 refined papers, divided into seven categories. The occurrence of a problem was treated like the development of an optimization from research question 3. All directly and indirectly mentioned facts were recorded and categorized.
With 22 mentions, "too specific" is the most common problem. The problem "too specific" means above all the generalization of the concepts which is not or difficultly possible. Many of these concepts only work in their intended test environment and can only be applied to other use cases with difficulty or at great expense. This also means that solutions may not be flexible enough to react to small changes in the environment. In most cases, researchers want to use parts of their future work to generalize the specific results ( [28] [4] [18] ). If researchers still have to develop specific tools or applications that make the concepts successfully implementable in real industrial scenarios, they belong to the category "too few tools for implementation". Some papers call for new tools they need to continue working and others want to develop these applications themselves. Most of them are papers in state 1 and 2, because by definition the concept does not have a real implementation in an industrial use case. Three other common problems that also occur with other new developments are too low speed (computing time, production time, transfer time), too high inaccuracy (production, recognition, data collection, configuration) and too high complexity for the human operator. If the technology used is too complex, this drastically extends the training period and can also lead to comprehension problems for employees during operation, who then work more inefficiently. Problems with non-functional requirements such as data protection, security and user-friendliness occurred in six operations. Overall, it should be noted that most of the papers devote a very small amount of time to the problems or open issues. This is of course understandable, as in most cases a new concept with new findings is presented, which is the focus of attention. The problems identified and categorized were largely to be expected and fit the usual problems of new technical developments.
DISCUSSION
Despite the relatively large amount of papers found, some topics had to be excluded to increase the relevance of the results. The following topics survived the exclusion and inclusion criteria but were removed afterwards. Uber-Manufacturing refers to producing in a set of production facilities at different locations and distributing production requests as needed.
We excluded this topic because we wanted to focus on the progress within a production facility. We decided to exclude paper dealing with Digital Twins, as most of them are only simulations. We believe that digital twins alone have nothing to do with cognitive production systems. It is rather a phase and a tool to plan and produce the new systems. Nevertheless it has to be mentioned that Patented Intelligence has not been excluded. In theory it is a digital twin of a human decision making process. Since this Digital Twin is used as a decision model directly in production, this topic had sufficient relevance for us and belongs to the category Knowledge Gaining/Sharing and Human-Machine-Interaction. The term "learning factory" occurs relatively frequently. We distinguish ourselves from it with one aspect. Learning factories are primarily intended to teach people something and promote acceptance of new digital developments. We know that the training of employees and the sharing of information via a learning factory is an important area. However, since there is no direct contribution to production, this topic is also excluded from our research. Yield Forecasting increasingly uses techniques and concepts that are also applied in Cognitive Production Systems. Since these are processes in agriculture, these papers did not find their way into this work. In addition to further sorting out of papers, the process also resulted in some questions, ambiguities and noteworthy secondary information within the included paper. IoT and Cloud/Edge Computing are mentioned and used in a large number of the underlying papers and form one of the main foundations to achieve Cognitive Manufacturing, but are not seen here as a concept or method. Although it is known that sustainability is an important optimization of many production systems and we consider it important for our topic "cognitive production systems", it is rarely mentioned in the papers and therefore has not found a way to answer the research questions. We see it as a positive side effect of optimizations such as "cost reduction" or "efficiency gain". The topic of ontologies was also covered by a total of eight papers. Generally speaking, machines are taught logical reasoning by mapping information. There is a great similarity to the topic of Patented Intelligence. In this topic the question remains open whether it is a concept in the sense of this paper or a method that is then implemented within a concept. It can also just be a help, with which one can then implement another specific method. In future work this open question can be clarified. Another important point is "cultural differences" in human-machine interfaces. For example, Chinese workers behave differently than German workers. Germans like direct access to simple functionality as uncomplicated as possible. Chinese, on the other hand, tend to press many buttons and prefer complicated, small-scale UI. This aspect has not been addressed in this paper, but it is also an important topic for an efficient use of human-machine interaction. There were still a large number of keywords in the individual papers, which are not otherwise discussed further, but which may be worth a closer isolated consideration in the future. Because these words occurred too seldom, they did not get a single category or further consideration. Among these keywords are:
• reduced intelligence • digital manufacturing • cognitive robots • cobots (cooperative robots) • responsive production Possible extensions can also be derived from the research questions and findings considered. One could still map the problems and limitations from research question 4 to the categories of research question 1 to see which problems occur most frequently in which category. From this one could derive which topic of which category one is dealing with in the future to solve this problem. New questions can be generated from the categorized problems of the papers. These questions could then be used to address exactly one of these problems. For example, the problem "too specific" could be addressed with a more general model that tries to generalize problems solved too specifically. Other research questions could be concerned with solving "non-functional requirements".
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We carried out extensive research on the topic of Cognitive Production Systems (CPS) in five scientific online databases. A first set of results consisting of 1255 papers from 2015-2019 was narrowed down to a final set of 88 papers. The carefully selected papers, corresponding to only 7.01 % of the first result set, represent a representative amount of keywords documented above during this period. Four research questions were set up, which were then answered step by step by means of an analysis according to aspects such as categorisation, condition, advantages and problems. The established categories reflect different aspects of CPS such as human-machine interaction and multi-agent systems. The state of the papers in terms of theory and practice produced different results in the individual categories. For example, the category Knowledge Gaining/Sharing was significantly more practice-oriented than the other categories, while the category Human-Machine Interaction was evenly distributed across all states. The advantages identified partly coincided with the expectations of CPS. For example, the most frequently mentioned advantage "efficiency gain/improvement in effectiveness" best contributes to "mass customization" and the resulting shorter reaction time to changes. Other optimizations such as "information retrieval/distribution/use optimized" and "manual intervention reduced" also meet the expectations of modern production systems and contribute to better integration of people in production and better interaction with machines. Problems and barriers arise above all in the generalizability of the concepts discussed. Furthermore some approaches are too complex, too slow or too imprecise. However, the authors of the papers often mention plans to tackle the problems mentioned in the future and thus to further develop their concepts.
Generalizable concepts that can be used for various applications in production should be further researched in the future. Especially the use of Artificial Intelligence to automate complex tasks is worthwhile. At the same time, human beings and their role in production should also be considered. Cognitive skills should develop the human being into a supervisor rather than a mere production worker. Further research is also needed into solutions that provide humans with information in a compressed form that enables them to react quickly to the role of the supervisor even when changes occur frequently. Although the human being is still an important part of the production after evaluation of the available work, direct manual interventions in the production should be further reduced. It remains to be seen how long humans will be able to withstand the ever-increasing demands in terms of reaction speed, efficiency and amount of information, until they will eventually be completely replaced by machines in the production process.
